
4 Svstem Design' lntended Use and Expected Accuracv

This section provides a summary of the Vexcer design and system calibration for the

frrify of UltraCam systems, a description of the intended use of the systems'

and the accuracy that can be expected from the systems. The Ultracam camera

family is the large format digital aerial mapping camera product series of Vexcel'

all with the camera sensor head based on vexcel's multi cone design concept'

This concept was initially presented in 2003 together with the introduction of the

UltraCamD camera sYstem.

4.1 Basic Design

The basic design concept behind Ultracam cameras is a sensor head consisting

of e'gnt indepe-ndent camera cones, four of them contributing to the large format

prn.-hroratic image and four contributing to the multi-spectral image (See Figure

1)
T'he sensor head of the Ultracam is equipped with 13 CCD sensor arrays,

manufactured by DALSA Corp. (the FTF 4027M at 9 pm pixel size f9',_-,

UltraCamD, the FTF 5033M at7.2 pm pixel size for UltraCamX, and FTF 6040M

at 6 pm pixel size for both the UltracamXg an! ],<p.wA). 
All of these sensors

prorid" a radiometric bandwidth of more than 12 bits'
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These UltraCam systems have lenses with a focal length of 100 mm for the

panchromatic cones and 33 mm for the multi-spectral cones. This set of two lenses

supports the pan sharpening ratio of 1:3'

The panchromatic sensor head of the Ultracam large format camera series has

four individual camera heads (i.e., camera cones)' These cones have a specific

mechanical distance from the camera center which needs to be compensated for

;r;rg exposure in order to produce a consistent virtual image' This process is

;;iqr; tor ttre UltraCam oigitat aerial cameras and is known as "syntopic

"*porur"". 
lt exploits the mtvement of the aircraft in such way that the shutters

of the cones ,re Oeiayed so they don't open at the same time (synchronic) but at

the same Position (sYntoPic).
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4.2 Radiometric ProPerties

The radiometric bandwidth of the Ultracam is based on the dynamic range of the

CCDsensorarrays(,lzbitor>72d}).Theanalogsignalisconvertedintoa
Jigit f signal by the i+ Uit ADC and all of the image data are stored at a

bandwidth of 16 bits.

The band separation of the Ultracam large format cameras is based on volume

filters for the red, green and blue color channels. The four channels of visible

iignt (pun, red, grelen and blue) are also equipped with lnfrared cut off filters and

flie infrared channel is equipped with a 6g0nm rR Firter. The spectral signatures

of the panchromatic, infrared, red, green, and blue are graphically shown in

Figures 2a-d.
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Figure 2a: UltraCam D Panchromatic Spectral Sensitivity



Soektral Sensitivity Vexcel UCD' Multispectral' (schneider Lenses)
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Figure 2b: UltraCam D 4-band Spectral Sensitivity

Ultracam image data are collected at a 12+ bil level (analog signal), converted to

Jigiiri it u ru-btt tevel (14 bit ADC), and stored without compression at a 16 bit

leiel (the so-called raw data). There is no compression per{ormedLrom the

Levet-o (raw) through the Level-2 (initial image, 16-bit, temporary TIF) processes'

At Level-3 (final image, user-selected manipulations applied such as pan

sharpening or numb6r of bits/pixel) there is an option for the user to select JPEG

compression or uncompressed TlF. Conversion to B-bit from 16-bit data is

accomplished using gradation curves'

4.3 Geometric Calibration

The routine calibration of the UltraCamD sensor head took place in the

calibration laboratory at the Munzgrabenstrasse facility, consisting of a three

dimensional calibration target wittr-gOZ circular marks (See Figure 3). These marks are

surveyed to an accuracy oi about +l- 0.1 mm in X, Y and +t- O '2 mm in Z and show a

weil defined circutii patiern. The dimensionar size of the entire structure is 8.4m by

2.5m at the rear wall and 2.4m in depth. Rear wall, ceiling and floor carry 70

metal bars with 280 marks; four additional vertical bars in the center of the

structure carry 16 marks; 98 marks are mounted at the rear wall' The mean

distance between marks is about 30cm'
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Figure 3: New Camera Calibration Laboratory

Layout ot ttre LaO (left) and Photo of the 3D Targets (right)

The data capture of 84 images is taken from three different camera stations in

such way that the camera iJ titteO and rotated. Software is used to compute subpixel

accurate image positions of each mark in each image of the entire set of

images. This results into a dense and complete coverage of coordinate

meisurements over the entire the image format. A single calibration dataset

consists of almost 90,000 measured image points'

The unknown camera Parameters are

computed using the commerciallY
available photogrammetric bund le

adjustment called BINGO which was

modified to accommodate the multicone
design of the UltraCam sensor
head. lt was critical to have the ability

to estimate the positions of the multiple
CCD sensor arrays in the one virtual
focal plane of a camera head.

The radiometric calibration of the
UltraCam sensor head is done by taking
a set of images and then automatically
processing these images in order to

detect defective pixels, lens vignetting,

and pixel based offset and gain values
for each CCD sensor element. During

the radiometric calibration the shutter

response time is also measured and stored

for each individual shutter.

The result of the laboratory calibration is

documented in the delivered camera

calibration report. The calibration
parameters relevant to the post processlng

of the imagery are stored in the camera calibration dataset.
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4.4 lntended Use

According to vexcel, the UltracamD digital aerial cameras have been designed

for any ty-pe of aerial monoscopic or stereoscopic photogrammetric application' lt

"rn 
rrppbrt high and low altitude missions while collecting four-band

muttispectral (r-ed, green, blue, and infra red) and panchromatic imagery

simultaneouslY.

For large scale mapping, the fast cycle rates and the special exposure concept of

syntopic exposure cbntrot allows the system to collect down to a ground pixel

size of 3 cm or 1.2 inches.
For medium and small scale mapping, flight altitudes up to 15,000 feet in

nonpr"rrrrized aircraft are supported since the HDDs are sealed.

4.5 Expected AccuracY

The expected accuracy values presented in the following tables were provided by

Vexcel. These a"cura"ies were derived on the basis of a small orthophoto

p[i".t area consisting of a single mosaicked orthophoto from four images, two

irom eacf' of two strips of imagery covering the area of interest'

Ultracam Models D

6 USGS Team Findings
The quality program in use at Vexcel covers every step of the manufacturing

pro."rr. V"r""t enjoys a very close relationship with their primaryi;upplier,

Wrr-o Austria, in neaioy Volkermarkt. The Quality Program at WILD is very

thorough. The close working relationship between Vexcel and WILD allows for

physical collaboration betw6en engineers and assemblers and thus gives Vexcel

ihe aOility to monittr quality and pJrformance at the subsystem level during

assemblY and testing.

CESS Accuracy

Resolutron (GSD)

With GPSIIMU Without GPSII MU

Number of Control Points Number of Contro Points

0 1 4 0 1 4

1 Meter N/A N/A NiA NIA NIA NIA

12-inch (30cm) 11 11'', 10" r'J/A N/A 10"

S-inch {1Scrn) 5.5" f, ('r 50" N/A N/A 5

3-inch {7.5cm) 4* 4" J N/A 3"

Highest advertised
res0lution:
1.2-inch (3 cm)

N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A 1"



System engineering processes, including configuration control and management'

in'use at V6xcel tofiow standard industry practices, as do manufacturing

engineering, testing, and quality monitoring processes'

Geometric calibrati"on of ttre Vexcel UltraCimD is performed in-house at Vexcel

i-n Graz, using multiple images taken in a control-point chamber (room)' The

distortion coefficienis from lhis calibration are then further refined using aerial

imagery over a survey-controlled test range. These final results are delivered

*itn""rtn UftraCamD sold. This calibration process generates calibration

paiameters that are very precise and virtually eliminates systematic distortions

within the sYstem.
iaOiometric calibration for the UltraCamD is limited to defective pixel

identiflcation and correction, normalization, and aperture correction' These

measures control the qualitative radiometry of the imagery produced .The
UltracamD has not been designed to deliver spectral measurements in

reflectance units, but rather tiproduce four-band color images ready for imaging

applications and requirements.
Vbxcet strongly recommends annual factory servicing of the UltraCamD and

pruiO". a S6rvice Plan including this. During annual servicing, the calibration of

in" tytt", is verified using the methods above' Vexcel's incentives to

purchasers to enroll in thelervice plan, which will provide verification of

performance, went a long way to ensure data quality' Vexcel's service and

support operations were found to be excellent'

The Team was presented with overviews of the vexcel software that is used to

process the UltiaCamD output into photography that can then be processed into

products using standard toit.opy prrotogrammetric software' The Vexcel

software is produced using good software engineering processes'

Vexcel has thoroughly tesiel and verified the technical per{ormance.of the

UltraCamD systenis, including test flights under harsh environmental extremes'

Each system is flown and verified before delivery'

The Team has found the vexcel UltracamD System to be designed,

manufactured, tested, and supported to the level required to reliably meet the

p"rfoi*rnce claims of the manufacturer when operated within manufacturer's

intended operational parameters. These systems, when operated properly by a

conscientious anO'iechnically qualified operator, are capable of meeting the

u..,,,.y claims given by Vexcel for digital aerial data.



Appendix A: Ultracam Technical Specs (All Models)

ificatioA '1:Ultra Cam -D through -XPWA SYstem NS

System

System Nomenclature UltraGamD UltraCamX UltraCamXp UltraCamXp WA

Number of Lens Cones I
Number of Senscr

ChinslLines
13

On-board Stcrage
{GB/TB}

4,2 TB 4"218 4.2lB 4"2 TB

On-board Stcrage
{imacesJ

1s,CI00 9.500 6,600 6,600

lmage Stt:rage

Redundancy {Y1N}

Power CcnsumPlion
{Watts)

850 w

Camera TemPerature
,1^,

Kance t'u)
0oC to +45oC

Computer TemPerature
,? ^,Fdanns I (.1

OoC to +45oC

Humidity Rar6e 95% @ no cordensation

GSM 3OOO, T.AS, PAV3O, PA.V BOMount Type

Output Pixel Size(s) 9um x Sum 7.Zum x7.2um 6um x Eum

Fwd Molion ComP

{FMCI Tvpe
TDlcontralled

Maximum FMC
Correctian {pixels)

50 pixel

Recommended
Foruvard 0lerlaP (%)

as per project definition

Recommended Side

Olerlap {o/")
as per praject definition

45x45x60cm/55k9Camera SizelWeight

Size &
Weight

50x35x65cm/65kgPrncessing SYstern

40x30x20crn/16kgStorage System

deperids on confi guratiot"l

1 47kg

Ime & Aperture

Controls

Manual settirigsLight Metering TYqq
Frontor lvlasnetic 0 * Vexcel

1/500 to 1i32Shutter Speed Range



A.2:UltraCam -D through -XPWA Panch romatic SPecifications

UltraGam Model Utt uC**O UthaCamX UttraCamxe UIkaC

Full Fran':e CCDSensor

Sensor

Datsa FTF6040-il4D*ls* FTFS{)33tu'tDalsa FTF 4S2744Sensor Nornenciature

Total Pixels (MP)

long Track Pixels

Cross Track Ptxets

Aspeci Ratio

Fixel Size (rnntl

Fill Factor (o/")

Radiometric Resott-ttion

Dynamic Range

Max ExPosure Rate

Llnos Rode*s{ocKLens lvlanu{acturer
l*inos Vexcel APo-

Sironar Digit*t l-tR

5"6170 mm
Linos Vexcel Apo-sironar #igitat HR 5"61105 mnt

Lens Ncmenctature

Foeal Length (mm}
1/5.S - 112?Apeilr:re Range {{*toP)

Track FOV (deg)

Cross Track FOV {de

41* - 6$0 nm

Totat Pixets {MP}

Virtual
lmage

1 1310
Track Fixels

Cross Tra*k Plxels

Aspect Ratio

Pixel Size {mm)

Along Track FOV

Cross Traek FOV (d*g)

12+ bit

amic Range



A.3: UltraCam -D through -XpWA Multispectral Specifications

Se nsor

UltraCam Msdel U'ltraCamD UlbaCarnX UIhaGamXp I U[traCanIXP9VA

Sensor Type Full Freme CCD

Sensor Nomenclature Dalsa FTF 4027M Dalse FTF5033tut Dalsa FTF6040-M

Total Pixets {MP) 11 MP t7 Mp 24 MP

Al,ong Track Pixets lla{ I 4008

Cross Track Pixels 4008 nCl0? 6051

{spect Ratio

Pixel Size {mm) 0.009 0.0CI72 0.00s

Filt Factor {%} s0%

Rad[ometric Resolutinn
ibitsl

q2+ bit

Dynamic Range 72+ db

h,trax Exposure Rate
(imaqe*/sec)

0.5

Lir'ros Rodenst0ckLens Type
Linos Vexcel APo*

Sironar Digital FiR

4123 mm
t-inos Vexcel Agn-Sironar S[git*[ HR 4133 m:mLens Nomenclature

Focal Length (mnt)
114.0Aperture Range (f-staP)

Track FOV {deg)

ross Track FOV {deg}

Spectral
Response

Blue 41il - 540 nm

Green 480 - 630 nnt

Rd 580 - 700 nnt

NIR 690 - 1000 nm

Virtuat
lmage

Total Pixets {MP) (\! '130 x$6 196

{long Track Pixets 7500 s4?0 11310

ross Track Pixels 11500 14430
.{7.},4 n

Aspect Ratio J.L

Pixel Size {mm) 0.009 0,0072 U.UUb

Along Traclt FOV {deq)
51.7'

Cr*ss Track FOV {deg)
77.6'

Radiametric Resolutiott

fbftsl
12+ bit

fvnarnic Rantre
>72 db


